Anne Margulies
VP / University Chief Information Officer

Key:
4 major purposes
17 functions
Gray = reports to CTO
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Architecture and Engineering

Jason Snyder
Chief Technology Officer

Tim Vaverchak
Identity and Access Program

Joe Hardin
Quality Assurance Engineering

Gleb Tremblay
Software Development

Masha Shoykhet

Jane Chen
Matthew Dunlap
Jue Jin
Vanja Kojjarhoro
Tuck-Hain Leong
Alexander Nazarenko
Nina Nemtseva
Erin Rankin

John Platonev
DevOps

Molly Duggan
Donna Eck
Shemeek Nath
Ken Perry
David Rowe
Michael Trenc
Andy Wang

Jane Hill
Identity and Access Management Product Management

Tim Gleason
Mabubur Rahman

Glenn Tremblay
Software Development

Masha Shoykhet

Jane Chen
Matthew Dunlap
Jue Jin
Vanja Kojjarhoro
Tuck-Hain Leong
Alexander Nazarenko
Nina Nemtseva
Erin Rankin

Ann Lurie
Enterprise Architecture

Gregory Charest
Mike Lawrence
Rob Ruma
Jon Sapeta
Raoul Sevier
Tom Vachon

Terri Connolly
Amy Farhali
Kenneth Schwartz

Tim Gleason
Mabubur Rahman

Masha Shoykhet

Jane Chen
Matthew Dunlap
Jue Jin
Vanja Kojjarhoro
Tuck-Hain Leong
Alexander Nazarenko
Nina Nemtseva
Erin Rankin

Katie Kilroy
Collaboration

John Platonev
DevOps

Molly Duggan
Donna Eck
Shemeek Nath
Ken Perry
David Rowe
Michael Trenc
Andy Wang

Ann Lurie
Enterprise Architecture

Gregory Charest
Mike Lawrence
Rob Ruma
Jon Sapeta
Raoul Sevier
Tom Vachon

Terri Connolly
Amy Farhali
Kenneth Schwartz

Tim Gleason
Mabubur Rahman

Masha Shoykhet

Jane Chen
Matthew Dunlap
Jue Jin
Vanja Kojjarhoro
Tuck-Hain Leong
Alexander Nazarenko
Nina Nemtseva
Erin Rankin

Katie Kilroy
Collaboration

Seyon Kingsview
Al Pacheco

Steve Martino
Cloud Migrations

Steve Martino
Cloud Migrations

Seyon Kingsview
Al Pacheco

Mark Bombalicki
BC/DR Program

Ben Rota
Cloud Business Services

Ben Rota
Cloud Business Services

Seyon Kingsview
Al Pacheco

Mark Bombalicki
BC/DR Program
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Cloud Business Services
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Mark Bombalicki
BC/DR Program
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Michael Milligan  
Program Director  
Communications Technologies Services and Projects

Bud Minahan  
VoIP Program

Susan DeLellis

Jennifer Theodos  
Communication Services

Mallory LaSonde  
Administrative Communication Services

Leanne Dunbar  
Field Communication Services

Lynda Caines  
Unified Communications Services

Michael Rowe  
Operations

Barbara Loblundo

Angela D'Souza  
Paul Dimitruk  
Paula Flood  
Laure Gamble

Julia DiMilla

Fernando Barrios  
Tei Chu  
Val Keogh  
Mark Matteson  
Christien Skinner

Antoine Edouard  
Dawn Passerini

Maria Cirino  
Diane Damp  
Patty Marrama  
Steve Sweeney

Jim Conley  
Robert Hunt  
Brian Kinsley  
Brian Peterson  
Gerry Redman

HUIT Organization Chart  
Harvard Phone
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Jefferson Burson
Managing Director, Infrastructure
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Ellen Gulachenski
Managing Director
Project and Vendor Management

**Details to be determined per project prioritization process and demand management, including funding.**
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